
Using Wdesk to save time  
for private company reporting

Some people may think Wdesk is only practical for public 

companies to create SEC-mandated reports and releases—but 

that couldn’t be further from the truth. A growing number 

of private companies, like Origin Bank, use Wdesk to create 

earnings and audit reports for investors and internal needs alike.

Before senior accountant Jordan LaBorde started working 

for Origin Bank, the reporting team went through the tedious 

process of manually entering earnings into Word® documents 

and making sure the numbers were consistent. Without a 

member that excelled at document processing, the report 

creation caused headaches. The team had to go through each 

page of the document and confirm the numbers stayed true 

from the previous report. In all, this process took a solid 3–4 

days each quarter.

As LaBorde noted, one of the jobs of the accounting 

department—regardless of the firm’s public or private 

status—is to spot inefficiencies in the workplace. Ironically,  

the team discovered its process to create those reports  

was inefficient.

When a new controller, formerly with a public entity, began 

at Origin Bank, she saw the current situation and insisted on 

using the same solution she had used previously—Wdesk. 

“While creating the earnings releases before I got there, 

[our controller] told our CAO that we needed to get 

Wdesk—it would make our lives so much easier.” LaBorde 

said. “We did, and now we use it for the earnings release, 

our annual report, and we’re starting to use it for our 

internal audit.”



With Wdesk, the accounting team is able to create professional-quality reports using a simplified quarterly and yearly 

process. Wdesk automates a large portion of that process, making things easier without an expert Word® or document 

processor on staff.

LaBorde and her team cut time and energy using Wdesk Support Binders to review the report. The digital binders also 

decreased the cost of having external auditors in the office to review the reports. Aided by the linking feature, data 

changes throughout the report if it is changed at the source—no need to worry about an oversight causing problems down 

the line. 

Prior to Wdesk, Origin Bank’s external auditors and CAO had to sign off on the report before it was finalized. Now, 

Support Binders reassures them that the information is accurate in a timely fashion. The binders in Wdesk show the data 

source and give the auditors the ability to see exactly what has changed and the supporting reasons for the changes. If 

there is ever a problem or question, the answer is easy to access in Wdesk.

“Our external auditors love the fact that they can go in and see what we are doing exactly when we are doing it,” LaBorde 

said. “I get calls asking for updates, and as soon as I share the document in Wdesk, the changes update within the reports in 

real time.”

In addition to producing a better report, the team spends less time with auditors, which saves the company money. “Our 

CFO noticed how quickly we’ve been turning reports,” LaBorde said. “This year’s annual report compared to last year’s 

annual report was a whole new ball game.”
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F Company:

Origin Bank

Business profile:

Origin Bank is a privately held regional banking 

institution in the Southern United States.

Situation:

Origin Bank had been using desktop-based software to 

create and manage its financial and earnings reports.

Solution:

Origin used Support Binders to eliminate unnecessary 

steps in the reporting process.

Results:
• Now have a single system to internal and external 

stakeholders to use, including auditors, which 

reduces processing time

• Linking in Wdesk reduces the amount of manual 

calculations the reporting team needs to do

• Workflow features speed up document review, and 

make communication among team members easier

• Support Binders make it easy to manage and 

annotate supporting documentation for its reports. 

https://www.workiva.com/wdesk/features?wdesk-component=Binders

